Pierces Pass to Blue Gum Forest

6 hrs 30 mins
14 km Return

Experienced only
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This walk explores a beautiful section of the Grose
Valley from Bells Line of Road. The walk heads
down Pierces Pass and follows the magnificent
Grose River to the Blue Gum Forest. The Blue Gum
Forest is an icon of Blue Mountains bushwalking and
this track gives you a great way to reach it. You then
return the same way, or alternatively, finish by
climbing to Perrys Lookdown, to make this a oneway walk.
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Are you ready to have fun?
Please ensure you and your group are well prepared and equipped for all
possible hazards and delays. Check park closures, weather information and
Fire Danger Rating before setting out. Optional side trips and alternate
routes noted are not included in this walks overall grade, length or time
estimate. Please allow extra time for resting and exploring areas of interest.
The authors, staff and owners of wildwalks take care in preparing this
information but will not accept responsibility for any inconvenience, loss
or injury you may experience. Please take care, have fun - Happy Walking.
Experainced walkers only: This walk passes through very remote
areas and sections have no visible track. At least one person in your
group should have training and experience in off track walking and
navigation. Even with these notes and a GPS these extra skills and
equipment are required.
Getting there Traveling by car is the only practical way to get to Pierces
Pass car park (gps: -33.5701, 150.3386). Car: A park entry fee is required
for driving into the park.
This is a return, so you will finish back at the start.
Find up to date and more information inlcuding; travel directions, weather,
park closures and walker feedback at http://wild.tl/pptbgf
0 | Pierces Pass
Pierces Pass, Blue Mountains NP, is a passage through the cliffs from the
Bells Line of Road. The pass is popular with rock climbers, who use it as
an access track to the cliffs.
0 | Pierces Pass car park
(2.1 km 1 hr 23 mins) From the car park, this walk heads down the hill
tending right, to follow the creek. The track then follows the line of the
creek, which drops away quickly before the track winds under a rocky
outcrop. The track then winds to pass a tree which ends with a large step at
the roots of the upturned tree, marking the intersection.
Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk heads down the hill,
with the creek below on the right. The track becomes lighter as the
rainforest vegetation gives way, and the track leads away from the cliff
lines of Pierces Pass. The track then descends across the hillside for
approximately 400m to tend right onto a narrowing spur line. The track is
quite steep in places as it makes its way down to the creek flats. From
where the track meets the creek flats, the walk then leads through the low
vegetation to the creek. The track crosses the creek to head downstream for
approximately 20m, then climbs off the creek flats and coming to an
intersection with signposts pointing to 'Burra Korain, Victoria Falls' and
'Acacia Flats'.
2.12 | Int. Pierces Pass and Grose River Tracks
(4.9 km 1 hr 34 mins) Turn left: From the intersection, this walk follows
the sign to 'Acacia Flats', keeping the creek below on the left. The track
continues for approximately 500m, undulating across the steep hillside.
The terrain then begins to flatten out as the track leads onto a creek flat
area. After a short while, a clearing with a fireplace is passed, on your
right. The track continues to undulate along the hillside, with the creek to
the left, for approximately 2km, to an area where the creek flats broaden.
The track passes some more clearings with fire places, coming to a sign
marked 'Blue Gum Forest'. The track passes this sign and continues for
approximately 500m to a well-signed intersection.
7.02 | Blue Gum Forest
Blue Gum Forest, Blue Mountains NP, is a large stand of Eucalyptus
deanei trees on the junction of the Grose River and Govetts Creek. The
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magnificent trees stand tall on the flats with low vegetation beneath. The
trees of Blue Gum Forest represent the protection efforts of Myles Dunphy,
who lead a group to raise the 130 pounds required to buy the Blue Gum
Forest - quite a sum in 1931 during the depression - and save it from being
cleared. The group were successful and the Blue Gum Forest is now
protected within the Blue Mountains National Park. More info.
7.02 | Optional sidetrip to Acacia Flats Camping Ground
(610 m 10 mins) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows
the sign 'Camping only at Acacia Flats', heading downstream. The track
tends right, away from the Grose River and towards the hills on the right.
The walk then heads downhill and across a small creek, after which it
meanders for approximately 100m before arriving at Acacia Flats camping
area. At the end of this side trip, retrace your steps back to the main walk
then Continue straight.
7.02 | Acacia Flats Camping Ground
Acacia Flats Camping Ground, Blue Mountains NP, is situated on the floor
of the Grose Valley between Perrys Lookdown and Lockley Pylon. The
camp ground is approximately 50m from Govetts Creek and approximately
500m upstream from Blue Gum Forest. Acacia Flats Camping Ground is
appropriately named after the dense population of Acacias found in this
area. Acacia Flats is a wonderful area to camp with tall shady Blue Gums
and level grass clearings which make for a great place to pitch a tent. There
is a pit toilet and sitting logs to make camping more comfortable, and
plenty of room for large groups. Water is available from Govetts Creek
(treat before drinking).
7.02 | Alternate Route Blue Gum Forest intersection to Pe
(2.1 km 1 hr 36 mins) Veer right: From the intersection, the walk follows
the 'Perrys Lookdown Track' sign up the hill. The track heads uphill out of
Blue Gum Forest, before tending right to more steeply climb the hill. As
the track tends right, it heads up to the spur. When the track joins the spur,
it turns left and heads up and continues winding for some time. The track
continues up the spur to the cliffline, where it meets a set of steps and
handrails. The walk climbs up large, steep steps, winding up through the
pass to a memorial lookout at the top of the cliff.
Continue straight: From Memorial Lookout, the walk climbs the stairs,
keeping the valley on the right, and then contours left around the hill. The
track descends slightly before crossing a bridge, and then turns right before
leading up the steps to the signposted intersection.
Turn sharp left: From the intersection, the walk follows the railed stairs up
the hill for a short time until coming to Perry's Lookdown - the lookout on
the right.
Continue straight: From the lookout, the walk leads up the stairs (leaving
the valley behind) to the dirt road and car park.

